Contact Us

Price List 2019/2020


Streamer Pro

£125.00

Optional extras can be purchased with the
Streamer Pro:




Spare Neck Strap
Protective Skin
Belt Clip

£11.00
£7.50
£7.50

For equipment which does not have Bluetooth, adapters can be purchased separately to enable the connectivity to take
place. Please note: some Bluetooth-ready
TVs will not need the TV adapter.





TV Adapter
Landline Phone Adapter
Office Phone Adapter
Remote Microphone

£110.00
£80.00
£240.00
£140.00

An extended warranty can be purchased.
However, this must be requested at the
time of purchase.

5 Year Extended Warranty
£43.00
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Please note: This streamer is only compatible with
Oticon hearing aids. Whilst we will do our best to ensure that you remain fitted with hearing aids that are
compatible with your streamer, we cannot guarantee
this as occasionally we may need to change or upgrade your hearing aids to a non-compatible model.

By picking up the audio signal and sending
it straight into both ears, the Streamer
turns a pair of hearing aids into a small
wireless headset.

Unfortunately we are unable to refund any
unwanted items as it affects the items’
warranty. Therefore, before purchasing a
new device, please be very sure the equipment meets your specific requirements.

We hope your new streamer reaches you in
perfect condition.

ConnectLine Streamer puts you in total
control of program shifts, hearing aid volume and all sources of audio-based information, entertainment and communication.

Unwanted Items

Returns

About ConnectLine

With Built-in Bluetooth wireless technology, the Streamer offers easy access to:










Music and Audio
Computer Communication
Mobile Phones
Car Hands Free
TeleLoop
TV
Landline Phones
Office Phones
Remote Microphone

However if any of our items become damaged or faulty, please return them to the Audiology Department so we can arrange any
repairs directly with the manufacturer.
All Streamers and accessories come with a 1
year guarantee. However, this does not include accidental damage or misuse. Thereafter, there will be a charge of £42.00 per repair. This is to be paid for by the purchaser.

If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact Hinchingbrooke Audiology for more details.
For more information on the
ConnectLine Streamer Pro visit:
www.oticon.com/products/wirelessaccessories/connectline/streamerpro.aspx

